
Go through the following features, specify the features that you can be able to implement and specify 

the ones that you can't implicate so that I will know the cost for them that you can't implement to be 

done as a custom service. 

 

→ The category slug should have the name of the category in it and the title should be the title of that 

particular category. For instance, this https://afobata.ng/search?category_id=1 maybe 

https://afobata.ng/category/demo-category/1/ while the title will be <title>Demo Category 1</title>. 

Provide option to manipulate this category and tag slug and make the category and the tag appear in 

sitemap for SEO benefit. 

 

→ There is a need for RSS feed link so that anyone can be able to aggregate his store content to 

Facebook or elsewhere. I wish you can include the RSS Feed link in the script. 

 

→ If possible, an option to add payment gateways by the admin but providing the correct API and other 

required information. 

 

→ Just as in Super Active Shop (I love Super Active Shop because it is featured rich more than Super e-

commerce CMS but I chose this one because of the more attractive front end) So, Just as in Super Active 

Shop,  

⇒ Users can post ads, and they will have packages/plans for the ads posting,  

⇒ Bulk Upload of Physical product and ability to edit in bulk as uploaded. 

⇒ Inclusion of digital product.  

⇒ Blog posting system and simple page creation and bloggers account (Post For Us).  

 

→ The ability of admin to include all the available pickup stations in and customers can search for the 

nearest pickup station by entering the State or the city while checking out. The customers will choose 

either home delivery or pick-up station and there will be a difference in the shipping fee for those that 

choose home delivery and pick up station. 

 

→ Direct importation of products from AliExpress just as in Shopify. 

 

⇾ option to message all Customers, Sellers, and Subscribers in the newsletter area. 

 



⇾ Pinging system for SEO purpose. 

 

⇾ All payment goes to admin and admin will pay the sellers. Sellers can put their Bank account details 

for manual payment because some sellers may not be educated enough to use online payment to 

receive money.  

 

→ Affiliate/referral system whereby if I refer someone to the store and the person signs up. I will have 

the specified commission by percentage (as specified by the admin) from every purchase the person will 

make for a lifetime and all the commission will be credited directly to my wallet. User can be able to 

choose which product to promote, and they will have a link or the HTML code for the banner to that 

particular code, and they will be able to see the number of sign-ups they have gotten from each 

campaign. Users will have a specified sign up bonus whereby every direct referral they make, the 

specified sign up bonus will get credited to their wallet. 

 

→ Users can be able to Generate Gift Cards. Users can be able to Generate coupon codes, and once the 

coupon code is used, the specified amount will be debited from the generator's account. With this, users 

can be able to give out coupon codes to their loved ones to shop on our site. 

 

I think from my own view, if you are able to implement all these features, this product will rank #1 in the 

e-commerce world. 


